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Abstract — One of the best IDE for introduction courses of
object oriented programming is the BlueJ IDE. This IDE was
developed with respect to needs of the absolute beginners. It
offers almost everything what we need for teaching according the
Architecture First methodology. However later, when the students
go over to some professional IDE, they lose many of the BlueJ
excellent features, especially the ability to design the program
and its architecture in the interactive mode. The paper shows,
how the BlueJ IDE was modified to work as fully functional
plugin for NetBeans IDE and which new possibilities we obtain
with it.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. BlueJ Integrated Development Environment
The BlueJ IDE ([1]) is at present probably the best
development environment for using in introductory courses of
programming. It has the following strengths:

for test class creating that makes teaching the students
more effective, and enables that the unit test creating
becomes a natural part of the program development for
them.
B. Architecture First methodology
The abilities of development tools as well as used
frameworks are further improved. The programmer’s focus
goes currently from creating the code to designing the
architecture. Contemporary trends even show that the time
when various code generators will take over coding of the
architecture design is a near future.
Unfortunately the methodologies currently in use do not
react to these trends and continue to prefer teaching of
programming that, to certain extent, concentrates only how to
code the explained programming constructions and that
postpones the explanation of architectural design to follow-up
courses.

• It uses a class diagram for primary depiction of the
developed program and thus it pushes the students to
think about the developed program at the architecture
level, not at the code level.

This approach is, however, contrary to an important Early
Bird pedagogical pattern, which says ([2], [3]): “Organize the
course so that the most important topics are taught first. Teach
the most important material, the “big ideas”, first (and often).
When this seems impossible, teach the most important material
as early as possible.”

• The above mentioned class diagram is interactive and
enables to involve the required changes of architecture
very simply without being distracted by certain graphic
details that take the attention off when using other UML
diagram editors.

The Architecture First methodology ([6], [7] and [8])
respects the crucial importance of knowing the architecture
design for future programmers and, according to the above
stated pedagogical pattern, it lines up the teaching of the
architecture design at the beginning of teaching process.

• Editing the class diagram is closely connected with
editing the source codes. All important changes in class
diagram are immediately included into source codes of
influenced data types (interfaces, classes, enums …)
and, on the contrary, all changes in the source code are
almost immediately shown in the class diagram.

So that we could test the designed architecture, it is
necessary to code the designed program. In case we would not
like to distract the students with the explanation of syntactic
rules and we would like to focus on the architecture design, we
need certain code generator at our disposal.

• The BlueJ environment is equipped with a simple code
generator so that within first few lessons it is possible to
design functioning programs without presenting the
created source code to students.
• The environment includes a simple and natural support
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At this time BlueJ with its code generator comes to help us.
Using it, we can focus to the architecture design with students
and coding of the relevant program will be provided by this
generator.
Thus BlueJ with its code generator enables to divide the
Architecture First methodology into required phases as
follows:
1. Basics of object oriented programming are explained
together with basics of object architecture design, whilst the

coding of created programs is in charge of the program
generator.
2. After exhausting all possibilities of the used code generator
the programs designed in the first phase are assessed once
again. But nowadays the source code created by the
generator and the necessary syntactic rules are explained to
students at these examples.
3. Next item involves an explanation of constructions and
architectural principles, which are already behind the
possibilities of the used code generator.

III. REQUIREMENTS AND THEIR SOLUTION
A. Easy installation
The first requirement for the created plugin was an easy
installation available even for the beginners.
The plugin is installed in a standard way in which only the
nbm file containing full necessary information for installing the
relevant plugin is selected. During its installation the plugin
defines its own card in the Options dialogue. This card allows
setting the BlueJ’s location (see Fig. 1). If the user forgets it,
plugin will points him.

II. WHERE ARE THE PROBLEMS
BlueJ offers a number of properties which we can use in
applying the Architecture First methodology (and we also use
them), however, some of its properties need further
improvement as follows:
A. Small capability of the code generator
The current code generator has really only limited abilities.
One of the activities, we are dealing with, is the significant
extension of these abilities. Detailed information concerning
this problem is described in e.g. [4].
B. No graphical view of the code
The BlueJ environment depicts graphically only the
program architecture in the form of a class diagram. When
teaching we would consider as very useful when it would be
able to show also the used algorithms – for example through
kopenograms. This topic is discussed in details in [5].
C. Bad cooperation with professional IDEs
BlueJ IDE is optimized for the introductory courses with
the very beginners. Therefore its simplicity of using is
especially important. However, this simplicity is redeemed by
limitation of its functionality in certain areas.

Fig. 1. The Option dialog for setting the BlueJ location

B. Simple creation of new Project
Another requirement was the possibility to create easily the
new project which would overtake the source codes of certain
existing project created in BlueJ. Thus Import BlueJ IDE Project
has been included into the menu of the project types. After its
entering the dialogue from Fig. 2 opens. Besides the name and
the location of the created project it requires also entering the
location of source codes of the transferred original BlueJ
project. The user can choose if these source codes will be
copied into the created NetBeans project’s folder or if he will
work with original files.

On the other hand this limitation of functionality can be a
good pretext for coming to the work with professional IDE in
the moment when students reach certain level of their
knowledge. However, the problem is in this case, that the
possibility to work in the interactive mode as well as the close
connection between the editor and the code generator is lost.
There is a plugin for NetBeans environment, which enables
to open the project originally developed in BlueJ environment,
and to open it in such way so that they could be open also in
BlueJ environment again, but that is all what this plugin offers.
In other areas the students have to fully submit to practice of
this new environment.

Fig. 2. Settings for the created project

We used the fact that BlueJ environment is distributed as an
open source and we decided to modify the BlueJ environment
in such way so that it itself becomes the plugin of NetBeans
environment and, if need be, also the plugin of other
development environment. This paper deals with this
extension.

This solution enables that the current BlueJ project could be
easily converted into NetBeans project without losing the
possibility to be used by independently operating BlueJ
environment. With the other words, it enables that the project
would be operating in both environments (and even
simultaneously with certain limitations).

C. Simple activation of BlueJ window
BlueJ project is presented in the project window similarly
as any other NetBeans project and we can work with it as with
any current NetBeans project.
If we want to open some of the packages of the given
project in BlueJ, we can only enter the command Show in BlueJ
in the context menu. Then NetBeans will open the BlueJ
window with the class diagram of the given package (see Fig.
3).

D. Window Layout
Another requirement was so that the appearance of the
window in NetBeans tab would be closely similar to that one of
the BlueJ application window, so that the students could be
familiar with the new environment. As can be seen from Fig. 3,
the only difference is that the buttons from the upper part of the
button panel moved to their own panel.

Fig. 3. The NetBeans application window with the Project window and BlueJ window with the opened package

E. Functionality
The key requirement for the final product was to mediate
the functionality of BlueJ environment in NetBeans
environment, above all the ability of working in the interactive
mode and close connection of the source code and the class
diagram. The user should have, in optimal case, an access to all
functionality of BlueJ environment.

F. Editor
Despite asking a maximum compliance of BlueJ
functionality it was clear that it would be advantageous to
prefer NetBeans functionality in certain areas. Such area was
the source code editing. Therefore we asked BlueJ to use a
comfortable editor inbuilt in NetBeans for editing the source
code.

As is shown in Fig. 3, the BlueJ window provides all
functionality of BlueJ environment including the possibility to
work in the interactive mode.

NetBeans editor will open independently to whether we ask
for editing the source file from the NetBeans project window or
from BlueJ window. Thus we can have an access not only to
comfortable editor of the source code, but also to its other

functionality, as is e.g. sophisticated refactoring, searching and
replacing text using regular expressions, searching and
replacing text in multiple files and folders etc.
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